
The State of New Gourna, 2009
A CULTURAL, NATIONAL AND ARCHITECTURAL RESPONSIBILITY

Introduction

Hassan Fathy’s work belongs to the epoch of the liberal Egyptian movement that started
at the end of the 19th century and flourished at the beginnings of the 20th. That movement 
created an enlightenment that expanded to encompass all aspects of the intellectual and 
cultural life in Egypt presenting pioneers in each of the various fields of art, architecture 
included.

At the top of this intellectual pyramid rests the creations of these pioneering architects, 
for architecture has long been the more important representative of Egyptian culture and 
thought. If any part of this wealth of architectural heritage were to be destroyed or even
abandoned, a significant part of the culture as a whole would be lost.

With this sobering account of the importance of our most recent architectural history, we 
must be in a position to concern ourselves with preserving the heritage of those Egyptian 
architectural pioneers that worked during that period of cultural enlightenment. And so
we are inevitably bound towards the village of New Gourna.

New Gourna, Hasan Fathy’s dream that was never fully realized, started in the forties of 
the past century.  Its humble inception materialized a part of the dream which decades 
later would present the end. Although work on the ground had come to a standstill, the 
dream remained in the architect’s heart as well as all those who shared it with him.

A Matter of National Heritage

Today, more than sixty years after the birth of this vision, destruction has set on. As 
demolition of the few buildings that were built is ongoing, it is also depriving the 
collective memory of the current and, more importantly, the future generations, denying 
them the ability neither to dream nor to visualize.

What has taken place in New Gourna so far and indeed continues unabated should 
compel every vigilant architect to take a strong and pro-active stand to confront those 
who have shown no recognition of our intellectual heritage, of our architecture. Would 
the artists, writers and indeed the authorities stand idly by if someone were to desecrate 
Mukhtar’s Egyptian Renaissance statue, a national monument, or tear a part of the Banat 
Bahary painting by Mahmoud Said, or erase an act from one of Tawfik Hakim’s plays, or 
ruin Sayed Darwiche’s music... Unthinkable. And if indeed one of these icons were so 
much as tainted, it would result in a public uproar. It is unfathomable how individuals or 
groups have given themselves the right to scar and demolish iconic buildings, and how 
they have yet to be deterred.

What is happening to the village of New Gourna in 2009 is part of a larger criminal trend 
and unfortunately, not an isolated incident. We as architects are fighting to preserve New 
Gourna as part of our duty to protect our architectural heritage. A heritage that is part of 



the public’s collective memory, its history and its national pride. The very heritage that 
laws and decrees exist to protect, a governmental as well as a public responsibility. It is 
unfortunate that the destruction bestowed upon New Gourna is happening under the 
banner of development. 

State of Destruction

The destruction of the village whether by the complete demolition of the original 
structures and rebuilding of contextually unsympathetic ones, or the misuse and thus 
dilapidation of the buildings, is perpetrated by two distinct entities; 

Group 1:  
State authorities who have misused New Gourna’s public buildings are responsible for 
the more alarming level of destruction. 

-The School; demolished as a result of neglect by the school board.
-The Open Air Theatre; demolished to make way for a multi-story reinforced concrete 
building for the New Gourna City Council, currently under construction.
-The Khan (craft market); dilapidated through misuse by the Agricultural Society.
- The Souq (general market); partly demolished as part of the preparation of its site for a 
new as yet unidentified building.

Thus most of the unique public buildings which constitute the social core of the village 
are being lost or irreparably altered.

This group presents an example of ill-conceived patterns of development adopted by state 
authorities and leaves no alternative to resume the original condition of New Gourna but 
to clear all of their newly constructed buildings and evicting them from any of the 
original buildings they may be using.

Group 2:  
Some residents of the still-remaining houses. Alterations done to improve their living 
conditions have been done in absence of the patronage of the state, society, and the 
architects. 

-The Houses; a large number has been demolished and replaced with multistory 
reinforced concrete structures, while only a handful still stand in various states of 
disrepair.

The original character of the residential parts of the village has been lost after most of 
the houses have been demolished.

The alterations undergone by the residents can be rectified and the remaining houses 
restored to their original condition, whether through their participation, or by 
compensating them with alternative housing in the case of out-growing their house. 
However the houses that have been destroyed would be nearly impossible to replace.



International Action

• The International Association for the Protection and Conservation of the Heritage 
of Hassan Fathy http://www.fathyheritage.com/ was founded in 2008 and engaged 
in;

-Alerting the international community as well as the Egyptian authorities
- Demands for inscription as a protected heritage
(National, World Monuments Watch, UNESCO World Heritage Centre)
- Publication of various articles (Docomomo Review etc.)
- Organizing an international Expertise mission to New Gourna (January 2009) -
Expertise report on the State of conservation
- Participating in the First Mediterranean Conference on Earth Architecture
(Cagliari 13-16 March 2009)

• The village of New Gourna in Luxor, Egypt, has been registered by the UNESCO
Heritage Center in April 2009 as part of the Earthen Architecture Program. The 
government of Egypt is yet to undertake the preliminary stage of preparing a 
document in which all required actions to be undertaken are stated.
It is worth mentioning that the world heritage agreements generally state the 
following:

 All countries that have signed the agreement are directed by the 
 World Heritage Committee to keep the UNESCO Secretariat

  informed of any decisions with regard to major works of 
 restoration or the intention to erect any new structures which 
 may impact the defined values of these buildings.This is in 
 order to ensure a genuine  honoring of the international value of  
 the heritage. 

 To restrain from undertaking any changes in the preserved area
 either within the domain of its built-up area or in its natural 
 setting. Any alteration to the original works has to be approved 
 by the World Heritage Committee prior to the commencement of 
 the changes, as the buffer zones are legally delineated to 
 ensure the necessary overall protection .

 Any works should preserve the originality according to the 
  principle statement in relation with the World Heritage 
 agreement of 1972 and that of UNESCO of 2005.

 As long as the site is listed as a World Heritage Site, any
 procedures towards undertaking changes of architectural or 
 urban related attributes, should be presented to the World Heritage 
 Committee prior to the commencement of these works.



• The World Monuments Fund http://www.wmf.org/project/new-gourna-village
has on October 6th 2009 registered Hassan Fathy’s New Gourna on its Watch List 
of places that are liable to disappear, and has become part of its 2010 program

Local Action

With a strong international foreign interest in saving New Gourna, there must be at least 
an equal local interest in the endeavor to rescue this unique village. 

• It is imperative that the local authorities in Luxor immediately halt the 
construction of all new reinforced concrete structures that are taking place, and 
any future ones that are in a preparation phase. It is also of great consequence, to 
freeze any demolition or construction permits within the urban boundaries of the 
New Gourna village. This is to be in action even before the concerned authorities 
local and international put into effect the registration of New Gourna village as a 
monument. 

• Rallying the support of local institutions here in Egypt, the foremost being to 
register New Gourna with all it encompasses as a monument of national 
significance. This would make it subject to the applied monument protection laws 
that in turn are crucial to any preservation works and restoration to its original 
state. It would also ensure the sympathetic compatibility of any new building 
work done in its vicinity.
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